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**Conference Program**
The Schultz Lecture program is available at the link below:
[14th Annual Schultz Lecture in Energy Program](http://www.colorado.edu/law/about/wolf)

**Conference Location**
University of Colorado School of Law
Wolf Law Building
Wittemyer Courtroom
2540 Kittredge Loop Road, 401 UCB
Boulder, CO 80309

[http://www.colorado.edu/law/about/wolf](http://www.colorado.edu/law/about/wolf)

---

**Remote/Zoom Access**
For our remote guests the lecture can be accessed through the Colorado Law Youtube Channel or by joining the Zoom Webinar.

*YouTube livestream link: [https://cu.law/live](https://cu.law/live)*

*Zoom Webinar link: [https://cu.law/SchultzLecture](https://cu.law/SchultzLecture)*
Campus Parking

If you plan to join us in person for the lecture, on campus parking will be available. You are required to “purchase” free parking through the online system using your license plate number. If you have a rental car, you should wait to purchase until you have access to that number.

*Lecture Parking Lot 470*

*Conference Parking Map, Link, Code*

Parking payment link: [https://cuboulder.pmreserve.com/](https://cuboulder.pmreserve.com/)

For Lot 470 and surrounding lots

PROMO Code: JP8555 or ARE2195
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Event Recording

The lecture will be recorded and posted to the GWC Past Events site.

*GWC Past Events Site*

---

CLE Credits

3 State of Colorado CLE credits are available

*CLE Accreditation Notice*

---

Covid Information

*The CU Boulder campus became mask-optional at 6 a.m. on Monday, March 7.*

Note: masks will continue to be required after March 7 at the Wardenburg Health Center.

Boulder County Public Health (BCPH) is monitoring cases, outbreaks, hospitalization and other metrics and strongly recommends that all individuals 2+ wear masks in all indoor settings regardless of vaccination status during periods of high transmission. For more information, visit [Boulder County Current Status](#).
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Contact Information

Shaun LaBarre
Deputy Director
Getches-Wilkinson Center for Natural Resources, Energy, and the Environment
University of Colorado Law School
Office: (303) 492-1286
shaun.labarre@colorado.edu